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The theory developed in this thesis applies to a 
medium which is Hookeian/ isotropic and almost homogeneous. 
The deviation from homogeneity is such that the Lame co­
efficients A a n d a n d  the density vary only slightly 
from average values.
This theory implies that, for pulse lengths which are 
long compared to the average dimensions of the irihomogene- 
ities or of the order of the dimensions of the inhomogene~ 
ities, the directional distribution of the energy scattered 
from an incident irrotational (i.e. compressional) disturb­
ance is highly dependent upon correlations of the deviations 
of A , , and density from mean values. For pulse
lengths which are small compared to the average dimensions 
of the inhomogeneities almost all of the scattered energy
iii
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is propagated in the same general direction as the direction 
of travel of the incident wave*
This theory implies that the average attenuation due 
to scattering is proportional to the fourth power of fre­
quency for low frequencies and is proportional to the sec­
ond power of frequency for high frequencies* More specif­
ically/ fourth power attenuation applies if the pulse length 
is long compared to the average dimensions of the inhomo­
geneities and second power attenuation applies if the pulse 
length is short compared to the average dimensions of the 
inhomogeneities. If the pulse length is of the same order 
as the average dimensions of the inhomogeneities then, over 
a frequency range of the order of one octave, the average 
attenuation may be proportional to frequency to the nth 
power where n is a small real number. This exponent, n, 
is not necessarily in the range from two to four and it 
is dependent upon statistics of the inhomogeneous medium.
In a concluding interpretation of the implications of 
this theory, the inhomogeneities were assumed, on the





The curves used for the interpretation of the results 
of this investigation were computed on the LGP-30 elec­
tronic digital computer provided by the Colorado School of 
Mines Foundation Inc. The combined programming and computing 
time amounted to about 70 hours as compared to an estimated 
time of about 7000 hours which would have been heeded if the 
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This thesis is an attempt to answer some of the ques­
tions which arose in many discussions X have had with the 
members of the Faculty and graduate students of the Colo­
rado School of Mines and with Mr. Philip L. Lawrence and 
Dr. Robert J. Watson at the Socony Mobil Oil Company Field 
Research Laboratory.
Professors John C. Hollister and iawrence J. Prince 
read and criticized a preliminary report which was little 
mor$ than a stream of consciousnesses.
The Socony Mobil Oil Company granted me a generous 




The earth's crust is inhomogeneous. Seismic explora­
tion methods have been used, for the most part, to locate 
and describe those inhomogeneities which are of sufficiently 
great extent and which have a sufficient acoustical contrast 
to the surrounding materials to reflect or refract appre­
ciable energy to the surface. This coherent energy, when 
received by many geophones, usually carries the information 
which is sought and hence it is called signal. The inhomo­
geneities which provide what is commonly called signal are 
not the subject of this thesis. It is the purpose of this 
thesis to describe the effect of the inhomogeneities which 
are of the order of the pulse length in their dimensions 




Two different techniques have been used to study this 
problem. One technique is to study the effect of each in- 
homogeneity individually. This method has been used by 
Knopoff (1959) and others. When using the other technique, 
one concerns himself with many inhomogeneities. These in- 
homogeneities do not have distinct boundaries; rather the 
anomalous zones grade continuously into their surroundings. 
In studies of the latter type both the medium and the scat­
tered disturbance are described statistically. Papers 
describing the statistical approach have been written by 
Bowman (1955), Chernov (1960), Miles (1960), and others*
In this work the statistical method is employed.
In this thesis the term random medium will be used fre­
quently. h random medium is considered here to be an 
inhomogeneous medium such that one or more of the local pro­
perties for any one point cannot be predicted with certainty 
from measurements at other points. The average behavior of 
such a medium, under the influence of a transient elastic 
disturbance, will be specified by statistics involving the 
nature of the inhomogeneities in the random medium.
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APPLICATIONS OF NEWTON 1S SECOND LAW
Throughout this thesis the succinct notation of tensor 
algebra and calculus will be used. The symbols will be 
selected so as to conform as nearly as possible to those 
given by McConnell (1957). In particular:
Any index, not in parenthesis, may have any one of 
the three values 1, 2, or 3,
^ represents the metric of the coordinate system,
-  CL yfr, + &rz +  0?^ f
£s represents the Kronecker delta,
represents a unit normal to a surface,
^  represents the coordinates of a point,
ET represents the stress tensor field,
3
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x 0 represents the strain tensor field,
C rs represents the tensor field of elastic moduli, 
( );S represents covariant differentiation of the
As is McConnell's usage a tensor field will be spoken of 
simply as a tensor. That is, tensor components will be 
assumed to be functions of position such that tensor prop­
erties are preserved at all points under consideration.
Directly from Newton's second law, McConnell writes
tensor field ( ) with respect to the coordinate
represents the density field, and
represents the particle displacement vector field*
(1)
where is assumed to be small for all ^  . Morer





Now let >- Where ~ ^ n «  Ymt) .
Here 7JT)n denotes the strain condition that would prevail
in the medium if its density were constant and equal to the
corresponding space average throughout the random medium
and if its moduli tensor components were constants equal*
to corresponding space averages from the random medium.
Thus represents the perturbation in strain due to the
inhomogeneities. Where averages are denoted by an overbar, 
some additional assumptions are:
jO -  jo =  ^ ( jo (3)
and
rrni — mn _ r ^ l r t h  /  /  ~ m n
rs c n  = 6 C rs c rs . (4)
Equations (3) and (4) define the variations in the density 
and the elastic moduli. Thus, by these definitions and 
eqns. (1) and (2),
^ t  — mn v' — — ̂  Yr 
f  c rs 'mn?t  P ^ _̂ > . (5)
Here Yr represents displacements associated with the 
strain states Ymn •
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For the random medium, eqns. (1) and (2) and identity 
(4) may be used to write
(6)
( p + U U  +. U r \
rHere denotes displacements associated with the strain
state perturbations L_hnn
Neglecting terms in eqn. (6) of the second order in 
perturbations and variations
stc r r  , +  9.s t c ; : r ,  +->S ’hrin̂ t <f h$ mrijt
.Si/jj lrfiV ) -  p ^  | - L ^ - r  v% ( K b W , i  p J^z P TJZ  •




are used, then the following linear, non-homogeneous, par-
Stial differential equations with independent variables 'X 
and t  and dependent variables ' ^ n may be written:
T 931 7
= > - p X r . (»))t '
Here the definition T Mn = £  (%> „  ^  X , J
is employed.
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SPECTRAL DENSITY OF SCATTERED ENERGY FLUX DENSITY
In this "work it •will be assumed that a plane, irrota- 
tional, incident disturbance travels through a homogeneous, 
isotropic medium with a moduli tensor C rs and a density 
P . The energy extracted from this wave when it en­
counters an inhomogeneous, isotropic region with a moduli 
tensor C rs and a density function p y K )  will be in­
vestigated. Here p  (^r) = /° fa' j
In general the distortion of a specific incident elas­
tic disturbance is not of as much interest as the change of 
the spectral density of the incident disturbance relative 
to the spectral density of the incident disturbance. More 
specifically, in this thesis, the relative change in the 
spectral density of the energy flux density will be considered.
Since a plane incident disturbance has been selected,
8
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it is reasonable to abandon the more general curvilinear 
coordinates for orthogonal Cartesian coordinates* These
coordinates ■will be chosen so that the 9C — axis is parallel 
to the wave front normal of the incident transient.
Thus the particle displacement for the incident wave 
may be described by
Fourier transform of the incident disturbance with respect 
to time as seen on the plane Ot ~ 0  *
In Appendix I it is shown that the solution of eqn. (9) 
for the Fourier transform of the particle acceleration, 
which is consistent with the assumptions, is given by
(10)
-  c O
Here the dummy variable f  corresponds to frequency
U) ~ CTT j } ^  = J -  / j  oC is the irrotational phase
velocity in the homogeneous medium, and 'Y( -±ĉ ) is the
T 931 10
J ? r  4  tt/° <* X
•j  Jl>yCyo
V
-^?r .. l / i i r  oo4 Y ( i u > )  „ - i - UJ'x / i 3
0/0 oc n 0tj\\cL Z. —  3 —  ^




for the scattered field many pulse lengths from the inhomo- 
geneous region. In eqn. (11)/
V represents the volume of the scattering region,
d z  is an incremental volume at the point Z^,
OC describes the observation point relative to an 
origin of coordinates inside of V  ,
/% -
\  ahdyu. axe the Lame elastic moduli
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<§/l and axe variations in the Lame elastic moduli
the phase velocity of an irrotational
ance in the homogeneous medium, and
the phase velocity of a rotational dis
turbance in the homogeneous medium.
In Appendix II it is shown that the far field may be 
used to calculate the Fourier components of the total scat- . 
tered energy. Thus it appears that eqn. (11) will be of 
value to compute the attenuation of the incident wave as a 
function of frequency as well as the geometric distribution 
of scattered energy as observed from points far from V  *







Hence eqn. (11) may be written
( i ^  * * ) ,
) - t  (14)
— t o K Y ( - j . ^ > X ^ , i ^ ; ri - $>*)<}(}«>)*■*) '
So from the definition of the inverse Fourier transform,
7 -  , with respect to ~t
T j t a  -  ̂  Y ( i < o X * . „  * * )





Here it has been assumed that the particle displacement 
and velocity are zero at time zero.
If Z represents a spherical surface surrounding 
V , then the force per unit area, due to scattering, which 
is exerted at a point of Z  by the material within Z  
upon the material outside of Z  is given by (see McConnell/ 
(1957) p. 274)
~ c : : x y s . w
Here X  is a unit vector normal to I  at the point
in question and directed out of the space enclosed by Z
xThus the scattered energy flux density at the point, 'X ,
of / isI 





I t  ' K ‘ * (20)
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then Parseval's relation (see Aseltine (1958), p* 208) may 
be used to write
r
u ) = - z ;  T , (2D
— oa
To evaluate , expressions for **) and
are needed. Some expressions 'which are convenient for the
determination of these functions follow.
= =  A f ! . (22)
Since
( * %  ■= - (-*) ' (23)
or
In the formation of or / from eqns. (12) and
(13), the only terms involving VX to a power less than 




A,n ' X * ) - - ( - j u j / S c ) ’Xf l , A  X* )  
in the far field approximation *
From eqns. (16) and (25) 
rn ( . *1 _ ■/<«-> l~ OCjtn .
L w * )  ~  . ~ T ~  /  ( w  *7
(25)
% ? - ( * , , ' X , m - 0 ? ( i “ , ' x * h  { } * > > * * )
•X.
(26)
$  J • 
if /ft) is real then ^ — F (-t00) •
Hence from eqns* (15)  ̂ (20), (21), and (26) the scattered 




-  -jf *>*(*>' ^  h  +  h  i  ) f  ] (27)
f
where the asterisk denotes complex conjugate and /Y/ = Y Y .
Equation (27) may now be expanded using the isotropic 
average elastic moduli tensor,
o .
Two identities which will simplify this expansion are
( C S H W < » >
and
(30)
From eqns. (27) and (28) it follows, through identities
5 r(29), (30),. and q ■*> = / , that
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$ (**)_-L*/r/ b 's )
IY~ oO
X
o(. I J I  ^ 5  £  £  m « ,  S + 4^A*^('X,,'X,S ~
or
{ sM = - p i  y / ' L , ^  - ^
(31)
*i _  A  + < > < - 1 j i?
y3 o<i
Since p> and A o<̂ p , the radial compo-)6 ' oi
nent of the scattered energy flux density is given by
oo
§s{/x * ) cf ls ','x ,p  - Y ^ p  I y I * j y  U l  ■+■
—  CO (32)
Since the integrand of eqn. (32) is an even function of j
and I Y  j is an arbitrary even function of j- , the spectral
T 931 18
density of the radial component of the scattered energy 
flux density is given by
(33)
+-
If the constant C. is defined by
= y / lG fT  p  °C then, from eqn, (12)
Z  2. 'X-yu
> V





■ U - t T  -  Y y p I & m. U * )& /o (y .* )
+- ^  ( y ;  ^  f z a] * , , +- <■Y  % x) <V ^  ^  -
(34)
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Similarly from eqn. (13), if C, = {//6 TTi~pZ <ZS,
v V
by* ( z * )  ( p j - i 'y * )  
+-od ( o c j , )  d p i l * )  d p  ( ' Y
(/x.) ,) ( Z +- *) byU (.Z'
(35)
-  a C 'X y i
v2 (Z % p ( 7 1  +  ̂ (y*) S/z'jjJ m  Y.
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AN AVERAGE SCATTERED ENERGY
Equations (34) and (35) could be substituted into 
eqn. (33) to provide an expression for the spectral density
and 0 (0 (K  However the behavior of one particular vol­
ume within which there are given variations of the elastic 
moduli and the density, would not be as interesting as the 
average behavior of sample volumes taken from a very large 
random medium. Thus the following thought experiment is 
considered.
A Thought Experiment
Two very large volumes are imagined* One consists 
of an isotropic random medium with elastic moduli
a homogeneous, isotropic medium with constant elastic moduli
in terms of the point functions
and a density point function p  (oc*) „ The other is
20
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X f > an<̂  a constant density /O 0 The overbars indi­
cate that these parameters are equal to averages of X )
and p  ('X ) 9
A volume, V , is hollowed out of the homogeneous medium 
and filled with material from the random medium. In this 
operation care is taken to preserve the orientation, with 
respect to an orthogonal Cartesian coordinate system ex­
ternal to V  , of all directed line segments of the mate­
rial taken from the random medium» The volume, V  , is se­
lected so large that $>X(te)} ^ { o c )  t and b p i4* * )  assume 
almost all the values noted in the entire random medium 
a large number of times. Near the surface of V\ ZZ , the 
material is altered so that and <̂ o grade contin­
uously to zero on 2  .
The next step in the experiment is to place the sensing 
element of a harmonic analyzer at point after point of the 
surface of a very large sphere surrounding V . This sphere 
is so large that all points on its surface may be considered 
to be far from all parts of \/. The measured values of
are tabulated for all oJ and directions, as 
xspecified by 'X , that are of interest*
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This experiment is repeated until it is felt that the 
data provide sufficiently accurate estimates of the average 
spectral density of the scattered energy flux density,
/ for all and ^  of interest.
Every time the volume, V , is filled -with material 
from the random medium it is possible to measure A Mf * . , 
and p at some point, Z. , of V . This point is the same 
point of space for all measurements but, of course, differ­
ent values of / and p  are obtained each time the
volume is refilled. With the data, obtained after many 
fillings reasonable estimates of A , f * -  , and p  can be 
made. Hence reasonable estimates can be made of the pro­
babilities of finding & ' \ ( k *)/ *) , or ( Z ) to be
less than a given value in a subsequent experiment. From 
these probability distributions, corresponding probability 
densities and ( Sp) can be estimated.
Thus * and &p can be spoken of as random variables
in accord with Davenport and Root's (1958) definition on 
their page 20.
In a similar manner joint probability densities can be
obtained, each of which correspond to the experiment of
xmeasuring one random variable at a point, , and one
T 931 23
random variable at a point /y? * The function ( ^ j  ^A<)
represents the joint probability density corresponding to 
the experiment of measuring and ■*
From ^  & \  / a statistic, or more specifically
a cross-correlation, is defined by
In general jQ is a function of the two points 2-
X/A- '
xand y  . However, in this study, it is assumed that the 
medium is statistically homogeneous except very near to 
the surface of 1/ . The relative effect of this statistically 
inhomogeneous region can be made as small as desired by in­
creasing the volume, 1/ . By statistical homogeneity/ it 
is meant that the a priori probabilities are functions of 
the random variables alone and are not point functions* In 
addition, in a statistically homogeneous medium the in­
terrelationships, between the random variables are space 
invariant. Thus, in this study, the joint probability
densities are functions of two of the random variables and
x _ xthe three components of the vector 2- ^  and not
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functions of two of the random variables and the six
—  X ycomponents of the two vectors 2f and sy, . Thus, for 
a, statistically homogeneous random medium
t and similarly for the other 
correlations of the random variables.
It is also assumed that the joint probability densities
x xare even functions of 2 — ̂  . That is, for example, the
probability of finding <5 A ̂  ̂  at the point
Z* and I r  S/x. C  J r + / S j r  at the point sy* is equal 
to the probability of finding cl A S A ^  cl Z ^ cl at the 
point ^  and 1? ̂  ^  J r  + / \ J r  at the point Z
Thus, in summary,
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An additional and rather reasonable assumption that 
might be made is that the random process^ which is the 
measurement of the random variables, exhibits the space 
analog of ergodicity* That is, for example/
T 931 26
R} \a.Jjr^Q {cLjJr) dcx 4 b  —
'X/U-
(38)
'which does not close on itself* The differential
x
U M z x) S / < ( 7 v y .
G •
Here (G is a, space curve of length I 7 in the random medium
is an element of length of the curve at the point ^ *
The ergodic assumption is not necessary to the theory being 
developed but it might give additional insight to the phys­
ical meaning of the statistics. To attain this insight 
it is imagined- that r can be made sufficiently great by 
drilling into the random medium in the vertical direction. 
One hole is drilled in the random medium to a depth n  
and logged for £/<. * The function of depth 'which is ob­
tained is called an(3 the center line of the bore
hole is called G * A large number of bore holes, parallel 
to G , are drilled in the vicinity of G and logged for 
Every log, with the ^u. log, provides the
necessary data, to compute j ̂  (zx) ^  for all vectors ,
&
^ /y*, which terminate on the bore hole of the o A
log and which are short with respect to * Thus, after
•r 931 27
the expenditure of considerable time and money,
x xis obtained experimentally for many vectors, j? - *
Since the average of a weighted sum of random variables 
is equal to the weighted sum of their averages (Davenport 
and Root (1958), p« 74) the average spectral density of 
the scattered energy flux density is, from eqn* (33), given 
by






R ^ { z x - ' y . *)+- 4 - M  fo') R p ( z * ~ y




Now, following the lead given by Chernov (1960) on 
his page 47, the relative coordinates
r -r^  Y"
f  =z
and the center of mass coordinates
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j  = - - ^ ( z . r + y ) <42>
are introduced. Some arithmetic 'will show that the 
-Jacobian for this transformation is equal to unity.
fIt may be noted from the definition of ^  that the
.rrange of corresponding to the domain of the sextuplet
is V if the surface of \/ is selected such that 
the tangents to the surface of V  can never be extended 
into V . Such a limitation on the form of the surface 
of V will be assumed.
To aVqid the problem of determining the proper range 
of f r> P  it is assumed that the correlations are suffi­
ciently small for that P may be tahen as V
or any range including \/ * Here -  I f ' f r  ■
The absolute values of K o o , are not as inter­
esting as the values of )  per unit scattering
volume relative to the spectral density of the incident 
energy flux density* This function, which is analogous to 
the system function as given by Davenport and Root (1958)
T 931 30
on their page 172, is defined by
5(“ ', l = v p '  ,13)
Here I  ( oj) is the spectral density of the incident 
energy flux density«
Using the same methods that were employed to develop
I ( u > y ) as given by eqn. (33) it can be shown that
—  IT J c o )  =  u j *(5 |Y(^»| . (44)
When the substitutions (41) and (42) are made into
eqn. (40) it is noted that the integrand is independent 
of ^0 * Hence the integration over the range of ̂ 0 yields
simply V „ Thus eqns. (43) and (44) giye
T 931 31
{ ' R j f * ' )  ~h 4 ( ^ > 1)  Rf> ( f )
- f ( * > i )  ^  H * y °  ( f ° * ) ] (45)
-f- <3C, [/ - (-x,, ) Z] ( j ^ j -  i=--f> ( i M ~ v jj 
yP
• 4 M  % ( / ) -  + (f)]j p\
where J(  P  — d l J ! ^ .
The attenuation of the energy flux density of a tran­
sient elastic disturbance is usually expressed, in studies 
of non-Hookeian media,, in terms of a, function of frequency, 
y \  (< *> ) , defined by
\n r \ T f  \  q— Y[ ( ^ )  J . i & J j ' d ) —  ~~a---  Here is a differential
displacement of a, plane wave front normal to the wave front. 
In this theory the primary concern has been with average
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energy flux densities. Hence it is consistent to consider 
an average attenuation, , experienced by a disturbance 
traveling through a, random medium. The average decrement 
of the energy of the incident disturbance per unit volume 
for a given frequency may be represented by
tion may also be thought of as the decrement of the spectral 
density of the incident energy flux density per unit of
ray path. For this expression the result of Appendix XI, 
which is that the frequency distribution of the energy of 
the entire far field is the same as that of the near field, 
was used.
of the spectral density of the energy flux density of the 
incident disturbance per unit of path length, relative to 
the spectral density of the energy flux density of the 
incident disturbance, is given by
face enclosing \ /  and many pulse lengths from V * This func




Prom eqns.(43) this may be written
Yl(u>} =  j  I. 4̂6)z
Without knowledge of the mathematical forms of the 
correlations it appears that eqns* (45) and (46) represent 
the limit of this investigation* I feel that these equa;~ 
tions are the most important results of this study* The 
remainder of this thesis will be used to show how eqns* (45) 
and (46) could be used if one were given enough information 
about a specific random medium*
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A SCATTERING SYSTEM FUNCTION FOR A
SPECIALIZED SET OF CORRELATIONS
In his study of hydroacoustic scattering, Chernov (1960) 
assumed that temperature variation was the dominant effect 
controlling scattering in the oceans. He based his assump­
tion of the form of the auto-correlation of temperature 
variations on data gathered by Liebermann (1951) using a 
fast-acting thermometer mounted on a submarine. Assuming 
statistical isotropy, Liebermann's data correspond to cor-
where c is a constant statistic. If the theory developed 
in this thesis is to be used in a study of scattering in
statistical isotropy should be avoided. That is, inhomo­
geneities formed in a gravitational field might be expected 
to show different gradients of properties along the accel­
eration vector than normal to the acceleration vector.
relations of the forms
earth materials it would appear that the assumption of
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The Correlation Distance Tensors and Corresponding Quadrics 
As an example it will be assumed that
= ^ /^ 0Ĵ \ r ' t < £ y f rn f t " ] . <47>
Here the Greek indices are not tensor indices. The system 
/̂rnrT is, in this thesis, called the correlation dis­
tance tensor. Its components are constant statistics.
In this thesis, that surface of the space represented
by
=  l <48>
is called the "Xy*. correlation quadric. Similarly tensors
and quadrics are defined from correlations of the same form 
as eqn. (47) for the other random variables. It is assumed 
that the incident wave fronts can be selected such that the 
correlation quadrics will all be in canonical form* For 
example, — 0  if
Since the means of and i/u. are identically zero,
it may be seen from eqn. (36) that represents the
covariance of the random variables (%*) and ( ^  ) .
By the assumption of statistical homogeneity this statistic.
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and other covariances and variances corresponding to the 
other random variables, are constants characteristic of
ttthe random medium* It may be noted that for a j> ter­
minating on the correlation quadric the cross-corre-
lation = ^ o/ e
If some point on a correlation quadric of the random
fa n i fa ^medium, f *  — I, is given by jo  — jo  A , where A is
a unit vector and jo is the length of the straight line
fafrom the origin of the jo  - space to the specified point 
on the quadric, then ( j ° ) ^ ^ r n ^  /t — / , and the distance 
from the origin to the quadric in the direction A is 
given by jo — X* • In directions of the co­
ordinate axes these distances are
= ' / ■ { % < > ,  <49)
where i  = 1 or 2 or 3 and () indicates that there is no
summation on this index*
The remainder of this interpretation will now be spe­
cialized still further by the assumption that the corre­
lation quadrics of all the correlations are identical.
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That is
{ f )  -  R )g n -f°mf h]  '
w = / w [ - w V J ,
R p ( f * )  ~  R / l [~ 'Rnn f  V  n]  f
and
(50)
A Scattering System Function in Closed Form
The components of /^ nn have already been assumed to 
be so large that P may be taken as all space. Thus, 
since /̂ tnn is diagonal, it may be seen from eqn. (45) 







From Dwight (1955), eqn* (863*3)
- rn 'U * '
rm ~u. <2 Jrr -  /yy\ z Thus the ahove
triple integral may be evaluated as
k
rr A ( 7 ( ^ , z f  , ( ^ 3  f
% ' f -zz.
mtiThe system p  is now defined such that
mn _P = hnn if
if
m  — h 
m  %  n .
(51)
-tnh __ /■"}
f> -  U
The determinant of /%tn is given by l " rfnn |—  ̂ 7, ̂ z z "̂ 33 >
C/ = \ / l£ > T T Zp Z '(3 / and = I / l  6 1T Z p Z ,
Hence, using eqn„ (51), eqn* (45) may be written for the 
specialized correlations as
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5 { u J i 'x *) k >w  / [ r k  + 4 f a )  /?A
-h o i f a , )  Rfo +  R^A o ~  R )p o
- * » * K  - * 4 (52)
I -  ( * , i )
ttST [ 4  k , ) % „ -  4 * / ^ ,
I3
~  -=■ O C ^ in  ~
It is reassuring to note that if y * .  0 / Sy^ 0 /
( mn u tnn , %
Op —7* U / and p  —> p ^ then eqn. (52) reduces to an
equivalent of Chernov's (1960) eqn. (49) part II*
The statistics of the random medium will now be spe­
cialized still further by the assumption that the correla-
ition quadric is cylindrically symmetric about the * p  — 
axis. That is ^  =  1 ^ 3  .
It is possible to make the meaning of eqn. (52) clearer 
by adopting a dimensionless frequency
= ou i p 77/ ' (53)
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and a coefficient which denotes the oblateness of the cor­
relation quadric* or the average oblateness or flatness of 
the inhomogeneities,
II /  22.
r m  =  p '
If O  is the polar angle of the vector ■with respect 
to the oP -  axis then /%,/ — O  and, since
<f,rnn%tr> /
fa t* - )  ~
Using identities (53) and (54), eqn* (52) may now be 
written
°t _
11 /m [oc y - j+  — <L ~4 —7 + —Z.[3 oc pS ^ ' * ^  !6JW~P
4- fcz 4-  _- j- /G<srtf fcr ~  _  ̂ c4/0 ol  p
Q~
o C 1 p





Since 51£ , the following definitions
will simplify eqn» {35
/?v
M j  :z    ../..g>---




I-1 (A + Z ./R T  R  { X ^ ^ / R p
R t and
>Vo
( I + £
Hence
C*' ( :o  ( y , *
T
4 /*
& jTR /oU R>r\{0C \2
M +4 r%^ 9 -
^  M n c-pxĵ Q ■+- 4  M\ m p ZQ- -~(L A f . tp<ro &
i~ /yu.
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J u *  S (j,« )  = (l/li J n y ^  M  z)j[ M a
A- v
+ f  n ^ v + 4 1 \  /C£ - 0 Z&
2 A 1  t x r t Q - - 4 / VL /o ^ w 3($2] +  ( ~ w
(57)
.£/■
+ {§) nt  •
From eqn. (57) it is seen thah7 .for wavelengths which are
long compared to the length of the semi-axis of the corre-
*  ( *1ation quadric parallel to jo  - f r ^ j o  , the directional dis­
tribution of the scattered energy is independent of fre­
quency.
As the wave lengths become small compared to the
length of the semi-axis of the correlation quadric para-
x ( yllel to -  o, jo  t that is as cO t the behavior of
OC*) becomes heavily dependent upon the zeros of the 
functions
/(<£) = (t ~  "h where
/C H / or o t /  @ and^ - cjtoQ % Obviously only zeros in
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the range j  J are of concern*
The quadratic equation may be used to show that / ( £ )  
has two real zeros and that the magnitude of the product 
of these zeros is given by
_------
—  rr/\ j —  s*-r\
(58)
t
Now and j~ (  I ) =r ( / — 'C ) ̂
Thus if / either both or neither of the zeros lie in
the range j ^  j #
The random medium is now restricted so that 0  I
and Hence from expression (58) it follows that
the magnitude of the products of the zeros of f  ( £ )  is 
greater than 1.
Thus if yc ^  j then neither of the zeros of H O  are 
in the range I C K  l .
If >0 =■ / then ^  ~ j is one zero of / ( ^ )  and the
other zero is the zero of
—  j __  ̂j cf j That is, the other
I ~+- rrv\zero is ^  —  - ■— —  --  , which is of magnitude greater than
/  —  rrr\
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unity.
From the above it follows that
/( , / h  f-L  „ '
)5 J [ ̂  J has no zeros under the
limitation of real angles, and that
I Q j ©" has only the zero, Q~— O ,
Hence as ̂  becomes much greater than one, S has 
significantly large values only in the vicinity of O’ — O .
Thus, from (56),
5 -x*) — — - - — + 4/vL.~h A t~ + oo X<rJ I & fny/'rrn * / "  f°
* . (59)
L -+ 4 / V  4 ^ h ( ? V
The average attenuations for the extreme frequencies 
may be obtained by means of eqns. (46), (57), and (59),
For high frequencies
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oO L J -
J a w - j z  7T'XZj 0 - ^ c /oj-(^^-^=.j J d & j
/} ■ v  ̂  y  ®"JO^tyi  JL— - —  r>o -The substitution ~IL —  ̂~~r■where — --   —  o n j.*Xc •=»
^ ° °  z p  ~  • ^
allows this to he written
I ^ i j w J A ^ f U L  =y->ooj r L \̂J/rr\ j J ^
r 00 2 lFrom Dwight's (1955) eqn * 861 *4* f ̂  J Im . — /
hence from eqns» (46) and (59),
1 ~ 4 ^ f [ f \  + 4 I %  +  M f
(60)
+ 4 M v - ^ /v/v  ~ 4 / % ] & * £  y .
Since small perturbations have been assumed throughout 
this thesis it is obvious that eqn. (60) is not valid for 
large values of Yl «,
For low frequencies, from eqns0 (46) and (57),
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jUsm  f
7 - ^ °  l&in-p1 r»\ J0 I 
/Cî rO 0~ H“ 4 M ,  /Cscro z 9- - Z  M f y  /i^rO 0 ~
~4Mm./0<>tx;3q- -h (qP̂ ̂û Q-\L4M/oL'̂ } ZQ- 
' 4  ^ 9 --+-(=) 0 1 Q - /
or
4 ( y )  — ' j t r ^- - /
y + O  « & J p ^ / r > x [
(61)
4 a +
and/^n = / eqns« (60) and (61) are equivalent to the corre­
sponding equations given by Chernov (1960) (see his eqn s. 
(58) and (59) part II).
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SOME NUMERICAL COMPUTATIONS FOR SELECTED 
VARIANCES AND COVARIANCES
As an aid in understanding the significance of S ( y  %x)/ 
as given by eqn* (56)* and Yl (y) as given by
and Y( were computed and
E
graphed for a few selected values of the statistics* The 
S graphs axe in figures 1, 2, 3, and 4 and again, to a, 
larger scale, in figures 11 to 26 in Appendix III. The 
Y\ graphs are in figures 5, 6, 7, and 8.
In these computations it was assumed that the Poisson 
ratio corresponding to X andyO< was equal to -j* This 
is the same as assuming X ~ a n d  hence 0  —  .
Throughout this thesis the coefficient of incompress^- 
ibility,^ , and Poisson's ratio, <T~ , could have been used 





■A ~ 1  ~l" 3/°- and <T" - 2" /I '4~/u ). Hence
and, for small variations of the 
moduli, cF -*yZ) . Alsp ^  + y
and, for small variations of the moduli#
( o / iA  __ \    *=:
b<r*(L j ^  ), or for yo.~A,
&  - - L  l  1 2 l _
5s- “  Z  V ^  y Z /.
Since the expectation/ El ] , of a weighted sum of ran­
dom variables is equal to the sum of the weighted expec­
tations/ the variances of the coefficient of incompress­
ibility and Poisson1s ratio are given# foryt< = A, by
o r
and
"  +  3 ^ ^  +  9 1 y j  (62)
4  \ A Xu. 1 /*■). (63)cr"”"
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The variances of the phase velocities may be computed 
from the variances and covariances of the elastic moduli 
and the density by means of the following equations, if 
=  1 .
( ^ - 6 1 % , + n , ) .  ,65>
It should be noted that, if the correlation quadrics 
are identical, then 5  and Y{ are linear in the vari­
ances and covariances* Hence only the scale of the graphs
!
is changed if the covariances and variances are changed 
by a common factor *
When computing S and , care must be taken to 
avoid assuming excessively large covariances• That is,
. ■  •  iifrom the Schwartz inequality,
I I ̂  > M  H “ ;  K I  ̂  , and
i nr r ] i/*.i jo. For the graphs of this thesis it was 
assumed that the covariances wtyere equal to one-half of
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their maximum possible values,
An explanation of each of the following figures is 
given on facing pages. The standard deviation of a ran­
dom variable of the medium, e.g. <Q, divided by the mean 
of the corresponding modulus or density is represented 
by D with a. subscript, for example,
n _,E[(W]= j — — # The square root of the ratio of
the covariance of two random variables of the medium, e.g. 
a  and byot , to the product of corresponding means is re­
presented by D  with two subscripts. For example,
D
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Figure 1 shows the directional distribution of the 
spectral density of the average scattered energy flux 
density per unit scattering volume relative to the incident 
energy flux density spectral density, i.e. S , for five 
dimensionless frequencies,^ * anĉ  four flatness coeffici­
ents,/^ . The assumed statistics, in addition to s r r \ , are:
D = 0.030, &  = O' D = o,
0 ^  = 0, = 0,018, Dr  = 0.015,




= | AND ^
MAXIMUM VALUES OF /(9 IN RECIPROCAL UNITS OF
= //
N\  m 3/4 1/4 1/12 1/36
y
1/10 4.71xl0~7 1.41xl0“6 4.23x10~6 l,27xl0"5
i/ 7 io 4.71xl0~5 1.4 lxl O’”4 4.23xl0”4 1.27xl0"3
i 4.71xl0~3 1.41x10~2 4*23xl0~2 1.27X10”1
4.71xl0_1 1.41x10° 4.23x10° 1.27X101











Figure 2 shows the directional distribution of the 
spectral density of the average scattered energy flux den­
sity per unit scattering volume relative to the incident 
energy flux density spectral density, i„e„ S , for five 
dimensionless fre q u e n c i e s , , and four flatness coeffici­
ents, sn\ . The assumed statistics, in addition to , are:
D = o, II = 0.030, Dp = o, D = o,
A ' A/<
D = 0, = 0, Da = 0.012, = 0.015,
D = 0.010, and 0 = 0.015.
^ _
MAXIMUM VALUES OF 10 IN RECIPROCAL UNITS OF
VOLUME FOR ~  j AND
\ m 3/4 1/4 1/12 1/36
1/10 -67„76x10 -5 '1.85x10 6 *84xl0~5 I —41.88x10
oi—i H 7 * 58xl0~4 1.66xl0~3 5.00xl0”“3 l.OOxlO-2
1 5«29xlQ~~2 1.02X10""1 2.01X10"1 5.08x10
o1„88x10 5.65x10° 1w69xjl0^ 5.08x10
10 1.88xl02 5.6 5xl02 1«69xl03 5.08xl03
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m=3/4









Figure 3 shows the directional distribution of the 
spectral density of the average scattered energy flux den­
sity per unit scattering volume relative to the incident 
energy flux density spectral densityt i.e. S , for five 
dimensionless frequencies, /y, s and four flatness coeffici­
ents ,/m . The assumed statistics, in addition t o / m , are:
= o, D̂  = o, Dfi = 0.030, n = o,
— ^ ~  ® ^  ~ 0, = 0,
0  = 0.015, and 0-, = 0.015.TP
9_
MAXIMUM VALUES OF 10 S (/y, 0) IN RECIPROCAL UNITS OF
j




3/4 1/4 1/12 l'/36
1/10 2 .18xl0”5 6„40xl0~5 l«81xl0~4 4.52xl0~4
1//10 1.96xl0~3 4.80xl0~3 8«35xl0"3 Io45xl0“2
1 8 ,62xl0"2 1.SOxlO”1 3.83xl0”'1 1.14x10°
J 10 4 a 23x10° l ^ x l O 1 3 >82x101 1.14x102











Figure 4 shows the directional distribution of the 
spectral density of the average scattered energy flux den­
sity per unit scattering volume relative to the incident 
energy flux density spectral density, i.e. S, for five 
dimensionless frequencies,/^ , and four flatness coeffici­
ents,/^ . The assumed statistics, in addition to/m. , are:
R =  0.030, a. = 0.030, Q. = 0.030, D =0.021,A ^  " A/u.
D = 0.021, Dmo = 0.021, D. = 0.026, D = 0.015,
Xp
D , = 0.013, and D = 0.015.
(j ._
MAXIMUM VALUES OF 10 5 ( ^ j O )  IN RECIPROCAL UNITS OF
VOLUME FOR ffP "1 = | AND = l o 3 J ^
\  m 3 / 4 1/4 1 / 1 2 1/36
1 / 1 0 3.42xl0”5 1 „0 1 x1 0 ~ 4 2.92xl0-4 7.93xl0" 4
1 / 7 1 0 2.97xl0~ 3 8.08xl0~3 1.79xl0- 2 3.70xl0-2
1 7.56xl0”2 1.38X10"1 3<89xl0-3 1.17xl0_1
3.30x10° 9.90x10° 2.96X101 8.90X101












Figure 5 shows the average attenuation of a plane, 
irrotational disturbance upon traveling a distance equal 
to the length of the minor semi-axis of the correlation 
quadric, i.e* Y \/fp " , as a function of the dimensionless 
frequency,^ * The incident wave front normal has been 
assumed to be parallel to the minor aemi-axis of the 
correlation quadric» The average attenuation, Y[ , is 
expressed in decibels. Statistics of the medium which 
have been assumed in addition to the flatness coefficient, 
/>n , are:
Oj = 0,030, = o, Dp = o, D = o,
£) = 0, Qy> = °' %  = 0.018, Dr  = 0.015,
v°





Figure 6 shows the average attenuation of a, plane, 
irrotational disturbance upon traveling a distance equal 
to the length of the minor semi-axis of the correlation 
quadric, i.e. Yl/j^o//t as a. function of the dimensionless 
frequency,/y, . The incident wave front normal has been 
assumed to be parallel to the■minor semi-axis of the 
correlation quadric. The average attenuation, // , 
is expressed in decibels. Statistics of the medium which 
have been assumed in addition to the flatness coefficient,
rrr\ , are:
R  = o, = o.o3o, Dp = o,
%  = °- %  = °' °A  = °-G12'







Figure 7 shows the average attenuation of a plane, 
irrotational disturbance upon traveling a distance equal 
to the length of the minor semi-axis of the correlation 
quadric, i.e. as a function of the dimensionless
f r e q u e n c y , . The incident wave front normal has been as­
sumed to be parallel to the minor semi-axis of the corre­
lation quadric. The average attenuation, Y{ , is expressed 
in decibels. Statistics of the medium which have been 
assumed in addition to the flatness coefficient,̂  , are:
D, = o, D  = o, £) = o,o3o, A  = o,
A ^  r  /y<
%  = °' “ °- D4  ~ °' O ' = °'





Figure 8 shows the average attenuation of a plane, 
irrotational disturbance upon traveling a distance equal 
to the length of the minor semi-axis of the correlation 
quadric, i.e. Y i/ jp u * as a function of the dimensionless 
frequency,/y . The incident wave front has been assumed 
to be perpendicular to the minor semi-axis of the corre­
lation quadric. The average attenuation, if , is expressed 
in decibels. Statistics of the medium which have been 
assumed in addition to the flatness coefficient, ,  are:
= 0.030, ^  = 0.030, Dp = 0.030, A  = 0.021,
A  = 0.021, A , = 0.021, D, = 0.026, D  = 0.015,
Af> s ^ r ^





The theory developed in this thesis implies that energy 
is scattered from a slightly inhomogeneous medium in a high­
ly directed manner for wave lengths which are short compared 
to the dimensions of the inhomogeneities* If the wave 
lengths are long compared to the dimensions of the inhomo­
geneities the energy may still be scattered in a non-iso­
tropic fashion depending upon the variances and covariances 
of the random variables of the medium*
This theory implies that the attenuation due to scat­
tering is proportional to the fourth power of frequency 
for wave lengths which are long compared to the dimensions 
of the inhomogeneities, and proportional to the second 
power of frequency if the wave lengths are short compared 
to the dimensions of the inhomogeneities*
67
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It is of particular interest to note that the atten­
uation due to scattering can be proportional to the first 
power of frequency throughout ranges of the order of one 
octave for those frequencies such that the corresponding 
wave lengths are about the same as the dimensions of the 
inhomogeneities. This is the frequency dependence which 
is often measured for the absorption of energy in a, 
non-Hookeian medium which is assumed to be homogeneous *
(For example, see McDonal et. al„ (1958))* Thus if, in the 
measurement of the absorption of energy in a non-Hookeian 
medium, it is not practical to obtain a sufficiently 
homogeneous sample of the medium then one should be careful 
to select wave lengths which are not of the same order as 
the dimensions of the inhomogeneities of the medium*
APPENDIX I
This material does not represent original work; but 
merely tensor variations of works of Love (1944) and Miles 
(1960) .
The Required Solution of the Equation of Motion (9)
A solution of eqn.. (9) is sought for the special case 
of an isotropic medium (see McConnell (1957), p. 279). 
Hence,
and
& C ™  =  b ' \ c j rnf'y t '. +  h/A. ( < C 4  +  4  4  ) . (i,2)
Substitution of eqn. '{’1 ,1) into eqn. (9) yields
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+ p X r
(I'3)
=  t l
a 1
'“w  fro —  m x
where, / . } m r . —  Q lXj  m r .
The following development will involve two points of
X -y X Xintegration and 21 and one point of observation x.
Thus it is convenient to add subscripts to the subscripts 
denoting covariant differentiation in order to signify 
the point with respect to which the differentiation is 
performed. For example, <p r denotes covariant differ-
~ ’ t  _
entiation of the scalar function (P with respect to
/ r r  rthe point . The three vectors ^   ̂and ^  , which
are shown in Figure 9, will also be used.
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Fig. 9, Geometry for Volume Integrations
To obtain the appropriate solution of eqn. (1,3) X r 




Here y  is McConnell's (1957) contravariant G, -system
and is such that
EE " I / jE j ' i r ) h i if is an even permutation
of 1# 2, 3,
EE '=r— l / J I f Z ^ l  ^  ̂  y> ̂  "̂s an 0<̂  permutation
of 1, 2, 2, and
- n— [ y  if any two of these indices are
equal,
The expression represents the determinant of the
metric and is, for an orthogonal Cartesian system, equal
s-^xyz i— —
to unity. The vector C, f~ may be recognized as the
curl of „ The appropriate ^ for eqn, (1,4) is given
by
£  ( t  y * ^ - E r f r7 ̂  (I'5)
V
(see Love (1944), p. 184). HereaZ denotes a differential 
element of scattering volume at the point "2 . The volume 
of the scattering region is represented by V  and 
(jo) — f°t  « On the same page Love also gives the necessary 
y  for substitution into eqn. (1,4) as
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£(*,'?*)= %£ K (L z")(f 'l/7 dz. d,6)
Since vanishes outside of the scattering volume, V  , 
the integrations of (1,5) and (1,6) may be considered to 
be carried out over all space«
Love (1944), on page 304, proceeds by 'writing
T  + 7 „ £ ' x £G Zj/ « ' 7>
where





Here ^  =  X and ^3 — j  represent, respectively,
I  jo  / ( °
the irrotational and rotational phase velocities for a, 
homogeneous medium with moduli and the density equal to 
averages from the random medium,,
Equations (1,8) and (1,9) satisfy
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i f  -  =  j> (1/10)
and
\v2 ~
d (, 7 5-^ - t s r  _  tT (1 ,1 1 )
T ^ f - 1 °  f- ^ , ‘5
respectively. Hence, substitution of (1,7) into (1,3) 
will show that eqns, (1,7), (1,8), and (1/9) provide a
solution to eqn, (1,3).




Similarly eqns* (1,6) and 1,9) yield




Now a special case such that X  O  only
if 2L ~ y will be considered. That is, x *o only at 
one point* It is further assumed that
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The results obtained for this
special case may be compounded for the case of a continu­
ously distributed X since the medium that is under considera­
tion is linear.
If there is only this one point source of scattered 
energy then from eqn. (1,12)
16 r r^ o c
I





is the negative of the attraction
of a, spherical surface , with unit surface density/ as




J f ' k i { s ;  0S 1 t.jLh ^ S
for in S
for ^outside of S / or
for f < t
4 I T T z j r
(1)
for 9 y  T
Thus from eqn. (1,15) eqn. (I,14) may be written as
I  ( h r , . >
$ ( % * )





<Ptn(t,**) = ^ r r [(f U l K ( t - t ' ) t  J t
'o
f> r fan v r f
f




The coordinate system is now selected to be orthogonal 
Cartesian so that from eqn. (1,13)
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CL (t 'X*) — y,  ̂ —1 r  I T  0  f°
A L L  S P A C E
Using a technique similar to that used to obtain eqn
(1,16), this may be written
(y'l V




o aThe tensor o v n w  is now defined by
J * *
-  -  r/0)
(1.18)
= 4 - r r p
( X &  _ (1,19)




Here it is noted that Bunw ~ ^n u w  • Thus
-tab - t a b  p x v W Q
% t'-' b,a ”  f s t  % b n a w
a n £  C ™  D
xsn LJ~uaw
; -  8,3n$/ or
r~,n n n
U  = D . S „ - D . „ S .
From eqns. (1,7), (1,17), (1,20), and (1,21)
4-77jo £ = -  ( f %jX*(t-t'jt'At'+ =rjrX0 (t - | - J
+ ( { U  f \ x : ^ ) a t -  S p r X H  -  f )
° /- 
. j / e un
*fm x°r(t -t)_
1 6
T t j * 0  .Inc & - =  j ,







^  ^  (I'23)
This is Love's (1944) eqn. (36) page 305, written for a
Y nsomewhat generalized A  •
The following manipulations are made in order to sub­
stitute eqn. (1,23) into eqn. (1,3) to obtain Miles' (1960) 
relatively simple eqn. (5b).
(1,23) yields
then eqn
;  re ^
V *
~ i )  ~ ̂ Xo(t ~ =-)]
(I,24)
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+  4 > P °  (t-  4 r )  
i3  '  r , t  A
The following identities simplify manipulations of 
eqn. (l,24).
=  “  ̂ r n j A j f  +  3(|;r^ n  
frt(f'lr»f>t = £f,n/(ff (i.26)
2?.^ (1,27)
3 . , , .  .. - . 3
0 (1,25)
n •5 nt
c>C + - L - X  (t - ■=$ ( I ' 28)° t  H  °  0 6 -I
Using these identities and eqn. (1,24) one obtains
4-77/0 7 r * t  (A, ' X * )  =  -=£Z Fq^  t (t - f / F)  (1, 30)
and
strv^ / I r str
^TTfoC  If. t i t / x )  — -=zC  I~  ± { t  - J ; ) (1,31)( J P r,t )
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which are generalizations of Love's (1944) eqns. (37) page 
305.
It may be seen from McConnell (1957) page 151 that
ts >  _ ■">-* _ r X̂ y '-y*
f  < r,s t =  ‘ - ) t r  fyx r  f y ?  'm ,n t
is the identity
V ' r  =  V ( V - f )- V*ty» f) „f vector clcolv,.
Hence, eqn. (1,3) may be written
 ̂ c^y r str-y- _^ I »j  t~v~ P  f ys^ 'r, -tv ~ ~\-tP U,32)
Substitution of (1,30) and (1,31) into (1,32) yields
r
, rr ) F o '^ r v '( ^  (1/33)
which is, essentially, Miles' (1960) eqn. (5b)«
Since eqn. (9) is linear in and /̂ r Miles' treat­
ment may be followed to obtain the corresponding to a
continuous distribution of source density, p  X  ( t j  E ), 
by writing
J \ j  $ VS- t  ~ f /C
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where ~  o£ or y3 / and then substituting F^p\ ( " t j  'X*)(oC)
for /; (t - 1’/<) and (t for (t~ t'fi)
in eqn. (1,33).
In the following treatment only the case where the
.xobservation point, 0<- , is outside of the scattering volume,
y, is considered.
Substitution of eqn. (8) into (1,34) yields
J
Jv
j t z (1,35)
S / o ( z X) ^ — Z X) l  J ^ Z .  
1
T*jr = ±  -  f / j lL .
If the functions are variable separable so that
X ( - ^ Z * )  - J f .  ( z X) \ r ( f ^ r )  (x,36)





v~ ~ i ) S t
& C ? s ( z ' ) ^ t n n ( z i
V i (1,37)
TAJ- ■=±~ t/c , J
M
Equation (1/3.7)' may be simplified by using integration by 









s t  (  ^tr>n




Here Z  is a closed surface surrounding the scattering 
volume, V  , and is the unit surface normal. The
hypothesis < £ C ™ = 0  on Z has been used.
Prom (1,38) eqn. (1,37) can be written
M t - l )
V
-J 11 ) % (i





This is a. generalization of Miles eqn. (12
Miles’ eqn0 (12) may be obtained if ~\T — C,4
oo ~ur
since from eqn © 3
mn 
C-rs ^ m n +  s + ^ s , r ) .
Hence from eqn. (1,39
F~ ( t  'X*)'(/c)rV J






y ^ Z Jr s s , r C O  &




From eqn* (8) and (1,34) it may be seen that X^ is 
linear in Yr and is linear in X^ . Hence ̂  ̂  is
linear in Yp * From this linearity it appears that eqn
(1,40) gives a quantity proportional to the contribution 
to of a. frequency component of Yr as given by eqn.
Comparison of eqns. (10) and (1,36) shows that to
use eqn. (10) with (1*40) the appropriate substitution is
_ ( '  Fr i U J ' * V ^
-'"'dp —  . Hence from eqns. (10) and
(1,40) it follows that, for a transient elastic disturbance,
°o
CO
% > & * * ) = I K H *
' v { \
- f ̂ ^ s j
I  + 3 L
(bO <xX~ f l
eqn, (1,41) may be written
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OD
i u j  i :
Aoo y \/ (1,42)
J r  *  }
- i \ ^ K  +2 ^ 2 r 2,
Equation (1,42) will now be written in an approximate
form for the case where the distance from the scattering 
^ rpoint, 2i , to the observation point, 9c , which has been 
called y  , is much greater than any dimension of the scat­
tering volume. The origin of the coordinate system will 
be taken to be in the scattering volume. Hence the fol­
lowing approximation s, which are shown in Figure 10, are
appropriate.
r , r  h~  — 'X for all J  except those of the exponents
of eqn. (1,42) where 
i” /% — Z- O t h will be used.
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Since K f k l
Fig* 10. Far Field Approximations
( * )
i  > for this far field
approximation eqn. (1,42) becomes
* - ) = - Z? p Y < ^ , ( £ r ^ ±  ) e f “ t
n n (1/43)
t[ «  C + 2 S y «  £  i ,  ]
For \/ such that its greatest dimension is small compared 
to uJ/ ^  and , eqn. (1,43) yields Miles' (1960)
eqn. (16)
The following far field approximation and equations
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4 0 O Z r/ \ ju J Z % r / c
~ ~ ' X ) r K m ) G  (1,46)-c '•% \ «trn
Hence from eqns« (1,43), (1,44), (1,45), and (1,46) the far
m may be written asfield representation of
00r




xo- >m •% ,
(1,47)
Similarly, from eqns, (1,44), (1,45), and Cl/46) the fol- 
losing may be obtained by covariant differentiation of 
(1,47):
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% ;t ^ A 4  + X  fyu.  (d r  <f( j - x : « l  &f>&r\ j Z J {  .
The generalization of eqn0 (1,33) provided by (1,34)
may be 'written




( f ) r , l n n
+ mr E *




oC ̂  <5y0 X^/
^ * ( 0  + Z ( A , J  X , n ^ M .
CO f Y { j < Z  _ ^ u j o c j 0
0 3 d c< z  e





Here TO represents the Fourier transform of ( ) „
For V such that the greatest dimension of ] /  is small com-





The statement that the spectral density of the scat­
tered energy is the same as the spectral density of the 
scattered energy flux density for the far field integrated 
over a very large spherical surface is usually considered 
intuitively acceptable. The simple hypothesis that the 
medium is linear mahes the above statement seem plausible. 
Yet it can be shown that the pulse shape of a transient 
elastic disturbance radiated from a point source will change 
shape as it moves out from the source even in a homogeneous 
isotropic medium. Hence there might be a lingering doubt 
about the validity of the initial statement. Appendix II 
is included in this report to dispel this doubt.
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Determination of Fourier Components of the Scattered Energy
Using the Far Field
Equations (8} and (9) show that ^  and ^  are linearly 
related. Hence there exists a set of functions ~U-r  ^ x)
such that
©O
7 {̂tJ'x*)= J /. (ii,n
—  oo
Here the meanings of the symbols are the same as in eqn.
(10) •
The force per unit area, due to scattering, exerted 
by the material inside of a surface ^  on the material out­
side of a surface £  is, at a point of , given by
\
— rnh ,) $ .~ C ^ S tnn (see McConnell (1957), p. 274).
Here )) is a unit normal directed out of ][_ . Thus if 
H  surrounds the scattering volume, V , then the total 
energy scattered out of \ /  is given by
/ d tCoo 2-
Since there are no sources or sinks outside of the scat­
tering volume this expression gives the same result for
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all 22 surrounding V
For real functions, f(t\
' 1~ i  ( i )  ~~ F~ —  F ~  (  ^  y 'where '̂ T ' denotes
the Fourier transform with respect to I and stands for 
complex conjugate. Hence from Parseval's relation 
(Aseltine (1958), p. 208)
oo CO
= ( T j ( f ^ x ’) z r( ^ y ) J l  <“ - 3>
L o o  c) L N
where T ”* ™ Lt* and L r  r =  L r  A --- .
1mn "  i 'mu ^  ~t
Thus from (11,2) and eqn. (II, 3) it can be seen that
( r1 1  i *
gives the same result for all 21 surrounding V «
(11,5)
From (11,1),
i r / Y ^ I  V - r [ u m ,n  +  u - * , m
Thus, since j )L(~t ̂ jl is an arbitrary, symmetric function
of /  ,
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r~j— i % 
mn r] r i L
is identical for all ^  surrounding \ /  




Since and ~~T are real, themn t £ i
Timaginary part of lmh --~s_ is skew-symmetric and hence,
from (XI,2) and (II,3), the total energy scattered out
of 1/ may be written
A
oo
C mn h S
f  r—j— i Tf- /-"] , S
mn •1 sJfJL





'mn ■ / 1 L (11,7)c
represents the spectral density of the total scattered
J?L surrounding V*energy and is the same function for all
T 931
APPENDIX III
The following sixteen figures give the same information 
as Figures 1, 2, 3, and 4. However, the following figures 
are drawn to a larger scale.
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System Functions for Specific Variances and Covariances
Figure 11 shows the directional distribution of the 
spectral density of the average scattered energy flux den­
sity per unit scattering volume relative to the; incident 
energy flux density spectral density, i.e, S  , for five 
dimensionless frequencies, /y, . The incident disturbance 
is assumed to be plane and irrotational.





In Figure 11 the maximum values of I O S Q) in 
reciprocal units of volume, for OC —  1 0  are:
4.71xl0”7 for y = 1/10, 4„71xlQ”5 for y = 1/ /lo,
4.71x10"*^ for y = 1, 4.71x10”  ̂for y = J  10, and
4,71x10^ for y = 10,
= i.o, Q  = 0.030
A
d  - o.
D =o,








Figure 12 shows the directional distribution of the 
spectral density of the average scattered energy flux den­
sity per unit scattering volume relative to the incident 
energy flux density spectral density, i.e* S  , for five 
dimensionless frequencies,^ * The incident disturbance is 
assumed to be plane and irrotational.
The assumed statistics are:
rrr\ = 1/4, J jF  = l.o. = 0,030, £  = o,
$ = o, II O II o = o.
% = 0.018, D  = 0.015, = 0.005, and D „ = 0..
The maximum values of lo s (<y., &) in reciprocal
units of volume, for OC — I O  are:
l*41xlCT6 for y = 1/10, 1.41xl0*“4 for y = 1 /  f l O ,
1.41xl0~2 for y = 1, 1 *41x10° for y = J ± 0 , and







Figure 13 shows the directional distribution of the 
spectral density of the average scattered energy flux den­
sity per unit scattering volume relative to the incident 
energy flux density spectral density, i.e. S , for five 
dimensionless frequencies, /y. . The incident disturbance 
is assumed to be plane and irrotational.
The assumed statistics are:
1 /1 2 , Jjo77’ = 1 ,0 , = 0,030, = 0 ,
Dp = °, = o, L ^  = o, 0̂  = o,
D . = 0.018, D  = 0.015, D  = 0.005, and D „ = 0 .a~~ oC y3
The maximum values of /0 5  reciprocal
1 0 ^ ,units of volume, for —  U  J/O . axe:
4„23xl0™6 for y = 1/10, 4.23xl0~4 for y = l / J 10,
4.23x10 2 for y = 1, 4.23x10^ for y - / 10, and
4.23x10^ for y = 10
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Incident 




Figure 14 shows the directional distribution of the 
spectral density of the average scattered energy flux den­
sity per unit scattering volume relative to the incident 
energy flux density spectral density/ i.e. 5 ,  for five 
dimensionless frequencies/ / y , . The incident disturbance 
is assumed to be plane and ifrotational.
The assumed statistics are:
nrr1=1/36, J 7 "  = 1.0, = 0.030, = 0,
= 0, = 0, / ^  = 0, ^  = 0,
D. = 0.018, D  = 0.015, D , =  0.005, and Dn = 0 .J? O' <K 'P
The maximum values of 10 in reciprocal
units of volume/ for —  /O J jO 11 / are:
1.27xl0~5 for y =1/10, 1.27xl0~3 for y = 1/VTo,
l.GVxlO-1 for y = 1, l«27xl01 for y = JTo, and







Figure 15 shows the directional distribution of the 
spectral density of the average scattered energy flux den­
sity per unit scattering volume relative to the incident 
energy flux density spectral density, i.e. 5 / for five 
dimensionless frequencies, /y.. The incident disturbance 
is assumed to be plane and irrotational.
The assumed statistics are:
= 3/4, i p 1 = 1 .0 , D-. = 0 , ZL = 0.030,
Dp = 0, D = 0, 5 , = 0, p = 0 ,
^  = 0.012, i0_ = 0.015, = 0.010, and D = 0.015.
9  _
The maximum values of /O 5  :*‘ri reciProcal
units of volume, for 0C—  10 Ĵ > /// are:
7.76xl0~6 for y = 1/10, 7.58xl0~4 for y = 1/yTo,
5.29xl0~2 for y = 1, 1.88x10° for y = J 10, and








Figure 16 shows the directional distribution of the 
spectral density of the average scattered energy flux den­
sity per unit scattering volume relative to the incident 
energy flux density spectral density, i.e. 5, for five 
dimensionless frequencies, /y . The incident disturbance is 
assumed to be plane and irrotational*
The assumed statistics are:
/m = 1/4, J jF  = 1.0, = 0, Z^ = 0.030,
Dp = o, =0, = 0, ^/»=0'
- 0.012, = 0.015, = 0.010, and = 0.015
The maximum values of 10 ^  S reci-Ptocal
units of volume, for /% — 1 0  J f°  \ are:
1.85xl0“5 for y = 1 /1 0 , 1 .6 6 xl0 ~ 3 for y = 1 / /To,
1.02x10™^ for y = 1, 5.65x10^ for y - ^10, and








Figure 17 shows the directional distribution of the 
spectral density of the average scattered energy flux den­
sity per unit scattering volume relative to the incident 
energy flux density spectral density, i.e. S , for five 
dimensionless frequencies, . The incident disturbance is 
assumed to be plane and irrotational.
The assumed statistics are:
rrr\ = 1/12, = 1.0, = 0, = 0.030,
° p m 0 ' Dx/ ,  = ° '  Dxr  = °> ^ r 0 '
= 0.012, Z)_ = 0.015, = 0.010, and ^  = 0.015.
^ _
The maximum values of 10 S  i ^ j ^ )  reciprocal
units of volume, for /) t ~ /0 ^ J^o , l, are:
6.84xl0"5 for y = 1/10, 5.00x10'“ 3 for y = l//To,
2.01X10*”1 for y = 1, 1.69X101 for y = Jl0", and







Figure 18 shows the directional distribution of the 
spectral density of the average scattered energy flux den­
sity per unit scattering volume relative to the incident 
energy flux density spectral density, i.e. S, for five 
dimensionless frequencies, ^  » The incident disturbance is 
assumed to be plane and irrotational.
The assumed statistics are:
/m = 1/36, ^ p  = 1.0, D ^.=  0, = 0.030,
Dp = o, Z^= o, 0̂  = °, ^ = 0-
= 0,012, D ^ =  0.015, /?, = 0.010, and = 0.015.
The maximum values of reciprocal
units of volume, for /%  — 10 JjO ̂  are:
1 ,8 8 xl0 * ” 4  for y = 1 /1 0 , 1 .0 0 xl0 ~ 2  for y = 1 /J~X0 ,
5.08xl0wl for y = -1, 5*08x101 for y = and







Figure 19 shows the directional distribution of the 
spectral density of the average scattered energy flux den­
sity per unit scattering volume relative to the incident 
energy flux density spectral density, i*e. S, for five 
dimensionless frequencies, . The incident disturbance
is assumed to be plane and irrotational••
The assumed statistics are:
'""I = 3/4, J O 1 = 1.0, = 0, /jL= 0 ,
Dp = 0.030, P ^ = 0 ,  Z ^  = 0, ^  = 0,
Q  = 0, D_ = 0, oi = 0.015, and = 0.015.
The maximum values of 10 5 ^ reciProcal
units of volume, for —  / 0  are:
2„18xl0~5 for y = 1/10, l*95xl0~ 3 for y = 1/J To,
8.62xl0~2 for y = 1, 4*23x10^ for y = J 10, and







Figure 20 shows the directional distribution of the 
spectral density of the average scattered energy flux den­
sity per unit scattering volume relative to the incident 
energy flux density spectral density, i.e. 5 / for five 
'dimensionless frequencies, /y, . The incident disturbance 
is assumed to be plane and irrotational.
The assumed statistics are:
m  = 1 /4 , J jP 1 = i„o, Dx = o, Qu. = o,
0.030, ^ = o ,  ^ = 0 '
D, = 0, D  = 0, D , = 0.015, and/1 = 0.015
A °c
The maximum values of 1 0  S ( ^ G )  in reciprocal
units of volume, for =• / are:
6.40xl0~5 for y = 1/10, 4*80xl0~3 for y - 1/ J T o ,
1.50x10”  ̂ for y = 1, 1.27x10^ for y = J 10, and







Figure 21 shows the directional distribution of the 
spectral density of the average scattered'; energy flux den­
sity per unit scattering volume relative to the incident 
energy flux density spectral density, i.e. S , for five 
dimensionless frequencies, /y , The incident disturbance is 
assumed to be plane and irrotational *
The assumed statistics are:
= 1/12, = i.o, n = o, o,
Dp -  0.030, Z3, = 0, ^ = O, Q p  = 0,
D * = 0 , = 0, = 0.015, and Qg = 0.015.
9 —The maximum values of 10 5 &) reciprocal
units of volume, for 0<-■= are:
1.81xl0”4 for y = 1 /1 0 , 8.35xl0~ 3 for y = 1 //To",
3.83X10-1 for y = 1, 3.82X101 for y = J10, and








Figure 22 shows the directional distribution of the 
spectral density of the average scattered energy flux den­
sity per unit scattering volume relative to the incident 
energy flux density spectral density, i.e * S ,  for five 
dimensionless frequencies, /y . The incident disturbance 
is assumed to be plane and irrotational.
The assumed statistics are:
rm  = 1/36, J /o " = 1.0, = 0, Qu. = 0,
Dp = 0.030, D  ̂ = 0, D ^  = o, = 0,
D. = 0, /)_ = 0, Z?, = 0.015, and Dg = 0
The maximum values of /O 9 S (7 , 0/ in reciprocal
units of volume, for /X  — /O  fa  11 f are:
4.52xl0~4 for y = 1/10, 1.45xl0*~2 for y = 1//l0,
1.14x10° for y = 1, 1.14x10^ for y = J 10, and








Figure 23 shows the directional distribution of the 
spectral density of the average scattered energy flux den­
sity per unit scattering volume relative to the incident 
energy flux density spectral density, i.e. S  t fo r five 
dimensionless frequencies, . The incident disturbance
is assumed to be plane and irrotational.
The assumed statistics are:
''m = 3/4, V p 7 = 1.0, = 0.030, ^  = 0.030,
Da = 0.030, D = 0.021, D = 0.021, D „  = 0.021,
r  a/ jl. s*-(°
~ 0.026, Dr  = 0.015, = 0.013, and 0 ^  = 0.015.
9 —The maximum values of 1 0 5 & ) reciprocal
3 r—units of volume, for ~  10  x/o/// are:
3 .42x10’”5 for y = 1/10, 2.97xl0”3 for y = 1/ f l O ,
7.56x10”  ̂ for y = 1, 3.30x10° for y = /10, and







Figure 24 shows the directional distribution of the 
spectral density of the average scattered energy flux den­
sity per unit scattering volume relative to the incident 
energy flux density spectral density, i.e. for five
dimensionless frequencies, sij, . The incident disturbance 
is assumed to be plane and irrotational*
The assumed statistics are:
= 1/4, J p "  = 1.0, = 0.030, fyu. = 0.030,
D„ = 0.030, CL =0.021, D = 0.021, Cia= 0.021,
( A/u. Af>
Ds = 0.026, D = 0.015, D, = 0.013, and = 0.015.^  cr od C3
Cj _
The maximum values o f 10  S reciprocal
units of volume, for ~ 10 are:
l.OlxlO”4 for y = 1/10, S.OSxlO*"3 for y = 1/ JlO,
1.38x10”-*- for y = 1, 9.90x10° for y = J 10, and









Figure 25 shows the directional distribution of the 
spectral density of the average scattered energy flux den^ 
sity per unit scattering volume relative to the incident 
energy flux density spectral density, i.e. S, for five 
dimensionless frequencies, AJ, e The incident disturbance 
is assumed to be plane and irrotational.
The assumed statistics are:
/m = 1/12, Jp1 = 1.0, D  ̂= 0,030, = 0,030,
Dp = 0,030, = 0 o021, = 0,021, ^  = 0,021,
D. = 0,026, D_ = 0,015, = 0.013, and Dg = 0.015,
The maximum values of 10 S O) in reciprocal 
units of volume, for oC ~  10 Jp*'/ are:
2.92xl0~4 for y = 1/10, 1.79xl0~2 for y = 1/ /TcT,
3.89x10™^ for y = 1, 2,96x10^ for y = J 10, and








Figure 26 shows the directional distribution of the 
spectral density of the average scattered energy flux den­
sity per unit scattering volume relative to the incident 
energy flux density spectral density, i.e. S ,  for five 
dimensionless frequencies, /y . 'The incident disturbance 
is assumed to be plane and irrotational.
The assumed statistics are: 
rvy\ = 1/36, = 1.0, A  = 0.030, 0  = 0^ - UiUJU
Dp = 0.030, = 0.021, ^  = 0.021, ^ 0 =  0
A = 0.026, D  = 0.015, D, = 0.013, and A  = 0
The maximum values of /O  S in reciprocal
units of volume, for , are:
7 .93x1 O'"’4 for y = 1/10, 3.70xl0”2 for y = 1//To,
1.17xl0-1 for y = 1, 8.90x10^ for y = J 10, and
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